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By Catherine Gigante-Brown

Volossal Publishing, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A historic novel set in 1936 Brooklyn. It was
an era when the Navy Yard sang, when Coney Island was bright lights and pure enchantment, and
Wednesdays held the promise of Dish Night at the Loews 46th Street Theater. The elevated train, or
El, was the lifeline that coursed through it all. In the El s shadow, an earthy, ebullient Italian-
American family resides: Poppa, the beneficent patriarch; Bridget, his devoted wife and mother of
their six grown children; Rosanna, their eldest, who is married to Tony, a dangerous drunk; Kewpie,
their nubile teenage daughter; and Tiger, their scrappy ten-year old son. A stark drama quickly
unfolds as a terrible secret is revealed. The El weaves a timeless family saga through a colorful
array of unmistakably Brooklyn characters as the Paradisos weather seasons of joy, loss and
desire, and experience simple delights in the midst of the Depression. Here, the ordinary becomes
extraordinary. It is a place of unconditional and unrequited love, where the unimaginable is indeed
possible, and the whims of a violent alcoholic threaten to destroy...
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS

Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n-- Tr ent Mona ha n
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